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Measurement of $(3097) and P'(3686) Decays into Selected Hadronic Modes
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Measurements of $(3097) and g'(3686) branching fractions for selected hadronic decays
are presented. The ratio of g' to g branching fractions for these decays is consistent
with. the ratio of branching fractions to lepton pairs, with the exception of the decays to
p7i and %*K for which this ratio is substantially smaller.

PACS numbers: 13.25.+ m, 14.40.Qx

Applequist and Politzer' calculate, using per-
turbative QCD, that the width of the nonrelativis-
tic charmed quark-antiquark bound-state (charmo-
nium) decay to three gluons is proportional to its
leptonic width. Both depend on the mass and the
wave function at the origin of the charmonium sys-
tem. The ratio of branching fractions of g and P'
decays to three gluons can be written in terms of
their total and leptonic widths, ' I', and I'„:

B(P'-ggg) I'(P'- 'ee)I, (y)
B(P-ggg) I'(g-e e )I,(g')

The calculation of the width to three gluons as-
sumes that the charmonium system is nonrelativ-
istic, that the strong-coupling constant &,«1,
that ~, (g) =~, (g '), and that charmonium systems
decay to hadrons predominantly via a pointlike
annihilation into three gluons.

In this Letter we present measurements of the
branching fractions from the g and P' to five ex-
clusive hadronie final states. We compare the
theoretical prediction for B(P'-ggg)/B(P- ggg)
with the measured ratio B(P'-X)/B(P-X), where
X is an exclusive hadronic final state. We note
that the prediction is made for the total width for
three-gluon decay, not for the partial widths of
exclusive final states. We expect the partial
widths to be functions of the wave function at the
origin of the eharmonium states as well since the

exclusive decay proceeds through a three-gluon
annihilation in this model. However, there are
other factors associated with each exclusive mode
(such as multiplicity) which are disregarded by
this prediction and therefore we do not expect the
agreement between calculation and experiment to
be perfect.

The data were taken with the MARK II detector
at the SPEAR e'e storage ring located at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The data
sample corresponds to 427000 produced P's and
1.02&& 10' produced g "s. The MARK II detector
has been described in detail elsewhere. ' Briefly,
charged particles are tracked by a sixteen-layer
cylindrical drift chamber in a 4.1-kG axial mag-
netic field. The momentum resolution is &5/P
= [(0.015)'+ (0.005$)'l,"' where P is the momen-
tum in gigaelectronvolts. Time-of-flight scintil-
lation counters are used for particle identifica-
tion. The timing resolution is 300 ps for hadrons.
This provides &/K separation for charged tracks
of momenta below 1.2 GeV and proton identifica-
tion below 2 GeV. Liquid-argon calorimeters
with an energy resolution v/E =12/o/~E (where E
is the photon energy) are used to find photons
and to discriminate hadrons from electrons. A

system of steel interlaced with planes of propor-
tional tubes is used to identify muons. This is
done by detecting charged particles and ranging
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out all those which interact in the steel.
We have made measurements of the branching

ratios from the y and the g' to the final states
w'm mo, K"K mo, ppmo, 2w'2w no, 'and 3r'3«o on
the basis of the following general event selection
criteria.

In all cases we require that at least two photons
with energies greater than 150 MeV be detected
in the liquid-argon modules. We define a photon
as a signal in the liquid-argon shower counter
with no associated charged track in the central
tracking chamber. To exclude events with fake
photon signals made by the coincidence of noise
in the liquid-argon and hadronic tracks, photons
found within 36 cm of a charged track (at the en-
trance to the shower counter) were not used. We
require that the total charge of the event be zero.
A charged track is used only if it is associated
with an acceptable time-of -flight measurement,
which must be consistent to within 600 ps with
the time expected given the chosen mass hypothe-
sis and the reconstructed path length. Correc-
tions are made for energy lost by the charged
particles in the material before they enter the
drift volume. Charged tracks identified as muons
are excluded. Decays of the (II)' which occur via
the p, such as g'-&'& p, y-&'& &', or via the
p states are excluded. Each event is totally re-
constructed which allows such radiative decays
to be recognized easily and rejected.

In all analyses a kinematic fit with four con-
straints is performed on each event and a cut
made on the y' of the fit. For example when we
look at the decay g- ppw', the fit hypothesis is
g- ppyy. By not constraining the two-photon in-

variant mass to the &' mass we are able to make
a background subtraction beneath the &' in the
two-photon invariant-mass spectra. Finally we
require that a ~', defined as 115&M(yy) & 135
MeV/c', be present. Detection efficiencies are
calculated by Monte Carlo simulation. These ef-
ficiencies range from 0.1% to 12%, and are typi-
cally greater for decays of the p' because of the
20/o mass increase over the P. The errors in
all branching fractions quoted below are the sta-
tistical and systematic errors added in quadra-
ture.

The decay p -~'~ &o is measured to be consis-
tent with its proceeding almost entirely through
the pm intermediate state. Figure 1 shows the ob-
served invariant-mass distribution of n. 'p pairs
in events that satisfy the m'm z' hypothesis. Note
that there is very little continuum 3& production
between 1.0 and 1.8 GeV/c'. This is also true for
the charged decay mode $ -p' &'. We require a
p, defined as 530&M(»)&1010 MeV/c', in each
event. Figure 2 shows the fitted two-photon in-
variant-mass spectrum for the decay p- p&. The
good resolution of the &' mass reflects the preci-
sion with which we have measured the angles of
the photons, rather than their energies. We ob-
serve a p& signal of 149.7 events (background
subtracted) combining the neutral and charged
modes. For the decay g'- p&, with the same se-
lection criteria, one event is seen which yields

a(y p~)/~(y- p~) &0.6%%uo

(90%%uo confidence level).
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If we relax the requirement that each event con-
tain a p, then we find 170 events from the P and
4 events from the P'. Regarding these as signal
events with a negligible background we measure
the ratio of branching fractions to be

B(p'-z'rr ve)/B(Q-~'m we)=(0. 58+0.40)/o.
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The decay P-K'K &' is found to proceed pre-
dominantly through the intermediate state
K*(892)K. Figure 3 shows this K* signal in the
invariant-mass distribution of the & &o. We re-
quire that a K*(892) be present in the final state
by making a cut on the invariant mass of the R&

system such that 780 &M (K &') & 1000 MeV/c'. We

observe a &' signal of 24 events with no back-
ground. We observe no such events in the corre-

FIG. 4. Two-photon invariant-mass spectrum for
decays g, p'(shaded)- 27(+2m mo.

sponding decay of the g'. An upper limit on the
ratio of branching ratios is

B(P -K*K)B(K*-K~'),
Bg -K*K)B(K*-K ')

For the decays p (p') - pp&' we find 16 (9) events

TABLE I. Branching-ratio measurements for decay modes analyzed in the present experiment and for three
modes analyzed previously (Refs. 4-6).

Number of Efficiency
events (Wo)

s(q-x)
(Wo)

Number of Efficiency
events (%)

a(g'-x)
(Vo)'

a (g'-x) fa (g- x)
(9o)

pp'
ppx+m b

K+K 7(+7t-

ppr'
27t+27t m'

K+K" 71

inclusive
K'*K'

vr+m-pro

inclusive

16
147.5
ll

25

24

166
149.7

3.72
1.09
0.09

2.13

2.13

2.68
2.68

(0.22+0.02)
(0.53 +0.06)
(0.72+O.23)

(1.0+0.3) xlo
{3.2+0.4)
(2.8+0.9)

(2.8 +0.8) x10

(2.6+ 0.8)xlo ~

(1.5+O.2)
(1.3+O.3)

9
42

6

6.2
1.39
0.17

4.6
4.6

(O.O19+O.OO5)

(0.08 +0.02)
(O.16+O.O4)

(1.4+0.5) x10 2

(0.30+0.08)
(3.5+1.6) x10 ~

&8.9x10 3

&5.4x10 3

{8.5 +4.6) x10
& 0.0083

8.6 +2.4
15.1+4.1
22.2 +9.0
14.0 +6.3
9.5+2.7

13.0 +7.0

& 3.2

& 2.07

0.6+ 0.4
& 0.63

All mimits set at 90 jo confidence level.
"These modes were measured elsewhere (Refs. 4-6).
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which satisfy the event selection criteria, yield-
ing B(0'- pp&')/B(0-pP ') =(14.0* 6.3)%. For
the decays ( (g')-2&'2«o we find 152 (30)
events which satisfy the selection criteria. Fig-
ure 4 shows the fitted two-photon invariant-mass
spectrum for these decays. In both eases there
is a clear 2&'2& & signal. The ratio of branch-
ing ratios for these two processes is

B($'- 2w'2v v')/B(g —2~'2n ~') =(9.5+ 2.7)%.

For the decays P(g')-3&'3& z' we see 11 events
from the g and 6 events from the P' with no back-
ground. The ratio of branching fractions is

B(g'- 3s'3n&o)/'B(g- 3&'«o) =(13+ 7)%.

Table I summarizes the results of braoching-
ratio measurements for all decay modes analyzed
and for three modes, g, p'- pp, pp«, and
E K &'& analyzed in previous experiments. ' '
The table includes the number of events and the
efficiency for each decay mode. The branching
fractions measured in this experiment are consis-
tent with measurements of previous experiments.
Of the five decay modes studied and the three
measured previously, six give values of the ratio
of branching fractions of the p' to the g consistent
with the prediction of perturbative QCD for inclu-
sive hadrons and two do not. Those two states
are p& and &*&. We find little significant evi-
dence for these decays from the P'. This is a
striking deviation from our naive expectations
discussed above and as yet there is no theoretical
explanation.
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